REGISTRATIONS

17:00
Opening Ceremony

R. Kemper
ASCE, USA

G. Gazetas, NTUA, GREECE
I. Anastasopoulos, ETH Zurich, SWITZERLAND
R. Kourkoulis, ICONHIC, GREECE

PLENARY LECTURE
America's infrastructure report card: causes, costs, and solutions
⏰ 17:20 | MAIN HALL

OPENING ADDRESS
D. McAlister
WSP, USA
Infrastructure – social media – resiliency
⏰ 18:00 - 18:20
MAIN HALL

H. Moatsos
AXA, GREECE
OPENING ADDRESS
⏰ 18:20 - 18:40
MAIN HALL

ICE BREAKING COCKTAIL

The length of the bars corresponds to the allocated time to each topic.